MnM WGM Minutes 202205 Virtual Minutes

Agenda:

- see MnM Agenda WGM 202205 Virtual

Tue Q5 5:30 PM ET - Joint w/Vocab and FHIR-I (Vocab hosting)

- see May 2022 - HL7 WGM - Tuesday Q5 Minutes Joint with FHIR-I and M&M
Wed Q3 1:30 PM ET - FHIR Methodology and Data Types Issues

Attendance:
- AbdulMalik Shakir (chair)
- Jean Duteau (joined after tracker 22482 discussion)
- Ron Shapiro (scribe)
- Lloyd McKenzie
- Grahame Grieve
- Ward Weistra
- Alexander Henket
- Robert Hausam
- Shannon Oitker (dropped during tracker 36940 discussion)

Poll for next in-person WGM
- 9 yes, planning on it - 1 undecided

PSS Review

- PSS-2040 - ISO 13606 (EHR Communications)/ISO 13940 (System of concepts to support continuity of care)/FHIR Implementation Guide
  - APPROVED
  - MnM will participate as a co-sponsor: Lloyd/Ron: 7-0-0

Tracker Items

- FHIR-22482 - Validator support in STU3 for R4 extensions
  - APPLIED
  - Persuasive: Grahame/Alexander: 9-0-0

- FHIR-36699 - Clarification on $document operation as a search/without [id]-parameter
  - TRIAGED
  - added a comment to clarify the intention of $document operation and suggestions on how to handle use case.

- FHIR-34454 - Bad invariant inv-1 in new RatioRange data type
  - RESOLVED - CHANGE REQUIRED
  - Persuasive: Jean/Grahame: 9-0-0

- FHIR-36940 - Timing.timeOfDay comment is inconsistent with the examples
  - RESOLVED - NO CHANGE
  - Retracted

- FHIR-13370 - Add substantiveChangePolicy to CodeSystem and ValueSet
  - TRIAGED
  - Need to bring this up in the Q5 joint session with Vocab

- FHIR-34084 - Need methodology around avoiding breaking changes in normative resources
  - RESOLVED - CHANGE REQUIRED
  - Persuasive: Jean/Lloyd: 8-0-0
  - We will add this to our bi-weekly call agenda's going forward

- FHIR-34417 - per-1 invariant limits representation of real-world periods
  - TRIAGED
  - ran out of time–will pick this up on the next call

Next Conference Call Series

- Maintain bi-weekly rhythm
- Start Wed, May 25, 2022 at 3:00 PM ET

Wed Q5 5:30 PM ET - Joint w/Vocab and FHIR-I (Vocab hosting)

- see May 2022 - HL7 WGM - Wednesday Q5 Minutes